The Cloud is the Answer to the Question I Didn’t Know I Had
While Covid has continued to shut down my international travel, I have been able to visit places
sort of near me (in Texas that means within 400 miles). That also means I’m once again back to
the delete-delete quandary meaning how to eliminate the countless similar photos that I take
trying to get THE one I want. I’d begun to make a little headway when the dreaded moment
occurred that photographers (and anyone with countless important les on their computer)
dread. My computer died. Before you ask where to send the condolence card, let me assure
you that I have backups of backups. I have a local time machine hard drive that backs up
hourly, a second drive where at irregular intervals I put another copy of photos, AND I have a
cloud backup (Carbonite) that stores all my les o site. In addition, while the computer died,
the internal hard drive appeared to still be “alive.”
So while it was a major pain reinstalling
everything on my new computer (that I’d
actually already been planning on - just not
right now), I su ered no losses. However, the
experience did nudge me into thinking about
my cloud services and image management.
Here’s my conundrum. My travel work ow
goes this way. I take my iPad, my iPhone, and
my traditional camera with me on most trips.
Each day I download to my iPad images
taken with my camera as well as those taken
with my phone. I sort the images into a trip
folder and then a speci c day or event album
to make it easier to nd them. I then start the
process of choosing those I like trying each
day to choose the best that I mark as a
favorite.
This works well while in transit, but once
home I struggle with several issues. One is
that I had the free service “photo stream”
enabled that sends the last 1000 images to
the cloud to be shared on all my apple
devices (EXCEPT my computer). That meant
that I had duplicates - one stored on the
device and one in the cloud, but they both
appeared in my list of images. If this all seems
pretty confusing, I understand completely.
The bottom line was that it was a mess.
The next issue was that I wanted to move
from my tablet to my computer all my images
from a particular trip which was tedious. I
couldn’t move the entire folder and albums. I
had to move images in groups and then make
new albums on my hard drive. It was all
workable but not much fun.

These are a few of my travel folders. Within each one is a series
of albums that contain photos.
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Now I must warn my long su ering reader that
from this point on I’m going to be talking about Apple iCloud. I think (but don’t know) that other

Apple iCloud provides 5gb of
“free” storage to backup one's
mobile devices which isn’t
enough to begin to let one store
images. It works well for general
data and that’s all I was using. I
saw no reason to spend money
on more cloud storage since I
already had one in place. But my
computer crash pushed me out
of my comfort zone, and I started
to think about the ability to
access my images on all devices
including my computer. So I gave
in. I subscribed to a monthly
charge to backup ALL my device
images using iCloud. My
consolation was that if I didn’t
nd I liked it, I could cancel at
any time.
I have to say it appears to have
been an extremely good choice.
To begin, I no longer have
duplicates. In addition, any
changes I make on one appears
on all my other devices including
a VERY old iPad mini. My folders
and albums are consistent. And
now when I get home, I can grab
a folder from the cloud and pull it
straight into my hard drive to edit
more extensively with Lightroom.
These are the images that get
backed up with my computer.

These are some of the albums I created for our trip to Australia. Notice there's
one for "all photos" so I can see them as a group if I need to.

My iPad has a huge amount of storage, but my phone much less. iCloud allows one to select
an option to optimize images on each device reducing the size. However, every image is stored
in the cloud as full size so there’s no loss of image quality. When you select an image to view, it
uploads the full size to work on and then sends it back to the cloud. I have selected to optimize
images on my phone and mini but not my iPad. I have done a comparison of le sizes in each
environment to make sure that nothing is lost. Much to my dubious surprise all this works
beautifully. And now I can also use my desktop to access the images as well. Life has gotten
MUCH simpler.
But what I like as much as anything is that “wasted” time spent traveling in a car, waiting at the
hospital for a friend’s surgery to be over, watching stupid TV, or even enjoying a few moments
of unexpected cool on my patio, I can play the delete-delete game. I feel like I have far more
control than ever before. And then there’s that tiny bit of comfort knowing that the next time I
have a computer crash (cause there’s always a next time), I’ll have one more assurance that my
images are safe.
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cloud systems will work this way, but I’m not making any promises.

This is what my iCloud looks like on my computer.
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